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Alameda County Mental Health Board 
ADULT COMMITTEE MINUTES  

October 17, 2011 ♦ 12:00pm-2:00pm 
Gail Steele Room  

 
Meeting called to order @ 12:00pm by Alane Friedrich 
 
HOUSEKEEPING 
 
Roll Call/Introduction of Guests 
 
MHB Members:   Alane Friedrich, Dr. Jeff Davidson, Sheldon Koiles, Laura Mason, Luvenia Jones, and Joe Rose 
 
BHCS Staff:   Agnes Catolos, Michael Lisman and Robert Ratner   
 
Committee Members:    Kathie Zatkin (ACNMHC), Pansy Taft-Butkowski (Sausal Creek), Hazel King (MHAAC),  
  Mary Suilmann (Telecare), Guy Qvistgaard (JGPP), Dennis Romano (ACCMHA), and Marvin Sillemon 
Guest:   Lili Zhang (she’s a scholar @ UC Berkeley from China) 
 

ITEM DISCUSSION PLAN/ACTION 
Guest comment:  Ms. Zhang stated that she hoped to be able to sit around a table with so many knowledgeable 

colleagues specializing in different fields of mental health services. 
 

 

Approval of Adult 
Committee Sept. 
2011 Minutes 

Ms. Taft-Butkowski made a correction to the Adult Committee September 2011 Minutes, on 
page 3 from Sausal Creek Report, she stated that she did not present at the CIT, it should read 
that “Services about Sausal Creek was presented at the CIT.” 

M/S/C Dr. Davidson/ 
Mr. Lisman 
2 Abstained 
Motion Passed 
As Corrected 

Chair’s Comments 
 

Ms. Friedrich related the following: 
 Parking change at Fairmont Campus-new parking meters will be installed.  

◦ Mr. Qvistgaard related that there were several proposals on the table but nothing has 
been determined yet and that there should be a uniform policy across all the campuses. 

◦ Ms. Friedrich stated that the committee could consider recommending to the MHB to 
send a letter re: parking. 

◦ Ms. Zatkin suggested making sure that the letter is worded correctly, it should say 
visitors not just family members.  

◦ Motion was made “Adult Committee recommended that the MHB write a letter stating 
that the new parking at Fairmont Campus should not cost visitors.”  

 Adult Committee meeting location is changed to Alvarado Niles Room effective Oct. 
meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M/S/C Ms. Mason/ 
Ms. Zatkin 
3 Abstained 
Motion Passed  

Let’s talk about 
Realignment and all 

Ms. Friedrich related that there’s a lot of changes happening in the state e.g. new realignment 
and transfer of DMH/AOD Services to Dept. of Health Care Services. Various Stakeholder’s 
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the changes  that  are 
happening,  
opportunities for Q&A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•  How can 
communication be 
improved?  

meeting are being held asking the communities where they think services should go.  
 
Dr. Ratner added info on various changes happening in the state and federal level e.g.   
 Issue on realignment-the state is trying to deal with the financial deficit by shifting cost and 

responsibility to the county e.g. realignment on prison population is a way to decrease the 
no. of inmates in the state prison.   

 The merging of DMH/AOD to DHCS is to have a more integrated services. 
 Federal Health Care Reform will take effect in Jan. 2014 to expand health care insurance 

coverage for people including mental health and substance abuse disorder services, 
although it still unknown whether any or all of federal health care reform is going to survive 
political and judicial actions.   

 Alameda County’s Health Care Reform is called HealthPAC-it’s being implemented in the 
assumption that everything is going to go smoothly with the Federal Health Care Reform. 
HealthPAC benefits include:  
▫ Expansion of health care services for uninsured people 
▫ Expansion of people who are eligible for Medical  
▫ More people will be able to get coverage from the private market, etc.  

 
Detailed HealthPAC handouts were distributed.  
 
Ms. Friedrich felt that there’s a need to take a look at how can communication be improved.  
 
Mr. Romano related that Toni Tullys (QIC Dir.) is now working on a communication plan, CBO’s 
have been talking to the Dept. about communication on all levels e.g. things that some people 
and others don’t know, how things happen, when it happens, why it should happen, etc.  

NAMI Conference 
Report-Joe Rose 

Mr. Rose related the following info from NAMI CA Conference held on Aug. 18th to 20th:  
 Mr. Qvistgaard got an award for zero tolerance for Seclusion and Restraint Award.  
 As Chair of the newly formed MHB Legislative Committee he looked on… 

1) Legislative issues being addressed at the conference 
▫ He volunteered to be a member of NAMI CA Legislative Workgroup that will allow 

MHB to be aware of bills being assessed by NAMI CA and can take an active role in 
the statewide process with little or no cost to the county.  

▫ Mental Health and Substance Abuse Parity Bill is a bill that the Legislative 
Committee may want to advocate for.  

2) NAMI programs that counties can use at low to no cost to county e.g.  
▫ Family to family-12 week class for and by caregivers  
▫ Peer to peer-10 week class for and by consumers  
▫ In our own voice-1.5 hour presentation by consumers for all. 

 

John George 
Psychiatric Pavilion 
(JGPP) Report 
 

Mr. Qvistgaard provided info on the following: 
 JGPP Sept. Report e.g. 

▫ PES Avg. Daily Visits-38.3            ▫ Seclusion & Restraint-15.7 
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JGPP Report (Cont.) 
 
 
 
 

 

 Patient Satisfaction Scores are categorized in 2 areas:  
1) overall help from staff as perceived by the patients and  
2) overall courteousness as perceived by the patients  

 All of JGPP’s 4 managers are almost completed with developing specific action plan to 
address various issues e.g. Nicorette gums not readily available so people are getting 
agitated waiting for Nicorette dose, wait for linens, availability of snacks, etc.  

 JGPP’s next projects after Labyrinth:  
1) Tile project-it’s for every patient at JGPP, it’s an opportunity for patients to paint the 4x4 

tile according to what’s been significant in their own wellness and recovery.  
2) Healing Garden-to be built within the courtyard with aromatic plants and herbs that 

people will find healing.  
 JGPP will have 2 murals-one will be at the occupational therapy room and the other one will 

be in the lobby;  the 1st one is donated by a muralist in Alameda County and the 2nd one is 
donated by a staff member, she will paint it on her own time.  

 JGPP Psychology Student Intern Program is now conducting individual and group sessions 
in PES and the students there are really appreciating it a lot.  
 
Ms. Mason related that one of the intern is from her program and that the program 
completely changed her career and it’s where she wants to work.  
 
Ms. Jones congratulated Mr. Qvistgaard for all the great changes happening at JGPP. She 
addressed that she doesn’t hear much about clients who are hearing voices.  
 
Mr. Qvistgaard responded that they are using 1) Therapeutic approach called Solution 
Focus Therapy and 2) Behavioral Health Care Plan in addition to medication management 
to address issues about hearing voices.  

▫ Inpatient Ave. Daily Census-68.0 ▫ Assaults-5 
▫ Avg. Length of Stay-7.8 ▫ Patient Satisfaction Score-73.7 

Sausal Creek (SC) 
Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Taft-Butkowski provided the following info: 
 Ms. Taft-Butkowski related that they had a referral from Crisis hotline about a person who 

was suicidal in Hayward, in view of person’s risk they notified Hayward PD and the person 
from HPD took all the info and sent the police out and called back that the person was safe. 
Ms. Taft-Butkowski stated that she was very impressed with the HPD staff as she was very 
knowledgeable about mental health.  

 Sausal Creek Sept. Report:   
▫ Admission- 277                         
▫ Ave. number of clients/Day- 12  
▫ Walk-ins-121                               
▫ Mental Health Referrals-151                        
▫ AOD Providers Referrals- 5 

▫ Open to Other Services e.g.: ACCESS- 6          
▫ Highland Medical Center ER- 3                  
▫ Housing Referrals e.g.:  JGPP 5150’s-4             

Self/Family/Friends-257                
▫ Referrals for Aftercare 
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SC Report (Cont.) 
 
 
 

▫ Clients Leaving Without Being Seen- 48   
▫ *HPAC-19               
▫ Uninsured-177                                      
▫ Ave. Length of Waits (min)- 90 
▫ Ave. Length of Visits (hours)- 1.5                

-AOD Services- 5 
-Not in Need of New Referral to ACBHCS-49 

▫ # Clients New to Sausal Creek- 49                     
▫ # Clients New to County System-49    
▫ # Clients Returning to Sausal Creek- 179          

 

 *HPAC enrollment is added to the report.  

 Ave. length of Wait is down.  

Patient’s Rights 
Advocates (PRA) 
Report 

Ms. King provided info on the following:  
 She related that she was able to observe at Fremont Hospital and she would like to 

compliment the doctors, social workers and nursing staff they were very helpful.  
 PRA Sept. 2011 Report, includes stats e.g.  

1) Total Calls Received: 856 
▫ Complaints of Codes/ Regulations 

Violations-11  
▫ Requests for Info/Assistance-845 
▫ Voicemail Message Received-415 
2) Investigations Conducted-11 
3) Facility Monitoring Visits-12                   
4) Training/Educational &/or 
Consultation Sessions-10 

    ▫ Face to face consultation-241 
5) Source of Patient Calls e.g. JGPP-200; 
Fremont-104; Herrick-56; Gladman-41  
6) Type of Calls e.g. Abuse-12; Patients’ 
Rights-51; Quality of Care-133; Legal-191       
7) Patient Rep: 5250 Certifications (14 day 
holds) Number of patients certified-499  
Capacity Hearings: Number of Patients filed    
for Capacity Hearings-51 

 Ms. Friedrich asked why the figure for patients’ rights call is down. 
Ms. King responded that she will find out why it’s down.  

 
RA will be doing a presentation as part of Best Now to Fremont Hospital and they will talk to 
patients as a group session.  

 
s. Friedrich asked if there’s any improvement at Herrick. 
Ms. King related that they will send an email to Herrick Admin. to address various 
issues/concerns.  

 

Family Caregiver 
Advocate Report  

Family Caregiver handout was distributed, it was noted that:  
 Advocacy efforts at Fremont Hospital has resulted an end to the physical search of visitors 

in favor of use a wand and there are plans to change policy to extend visiting hours from 
one hour a day to several hours a day.   

 

Consumer & Family 
Grievance Report 

Consumer and Family Grievance Aug 2011 Report was distributed.  
 

 

Committee 
Comment: 

Mr. Qvistgaard stated that he would like to see some standardization of BHCS Hospital 
indicators to hold each other accountable.  
 
Mr. Romano related that realignment still has no formula to figure out how to transfer money for 
mental health specialty programs to the counties.  

 

Meeting Adjourned @ 2:00PM ◊ Minutes submitted by Agnes Catolos 


